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Disclaimer This document contains corrections for an ealier paper published with Springer for ASMTA’13 under the same title. Due to a bug
in our R source code, none of the LRA forecasts presented in the original
publication were true out-of-sample forecasts, thus making the IPCTMC
forecasts look worse than they really are. This erratum addresses any
mistakes that this bug has caused. While the background and method
sections 1-4 are mostly the same, there are significant differences in sections 5 and 6.
Abstract. The global emergence of city bicycle hire schemes has recently received a lot of attention in the performance and modelling
research community. A particularly important challenge is the accurate forecast of future bicycle migration trends, as these assist service
providers to ensure availability of bicycles and parking spaces at docking
stations, which is vital to match customer expectations. This study looks
at how historical information about individual journeys could be used
to improve interval arrival forecasts for small groups of docking stations.
Specifically, we compare the performance of small area arrival predictions
for two types of models, a mean-field analysable time-inhomogeneous
population CTMC model (IPCTMC) and a multiple linear regression
model with ARIMA error (LRA). The models are validated using historical rush hour journey data from the London Barclays Cycle Hire scheme,
which is used to train the models and to test their prediction accuracy.
Keywords: IPCTMC, Time-inhomogeneous population models, Meanfield analysis, Multiple linear regression with ARIMA error, Bicycle sharing schemes, Spatial modelling
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Introduction

On the 30th of July 2010, the Barclays Cycle Hire scheme launched in London,
after similar schemes had proved to be popular in metropoles such as Paris,
Barcelona and Vienna. Bike hire schemes generally feature a number of docking
stations where bikes can either be rented or returned. Stations are installed all
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over the city so that the maximum distance between neighbouring stations is
at most 500 metres. Moreover, stations vary in the numbers of parking slots
they provide, the largest stations being close to transport hubs. The schemes
are aimed to provide a cost-effective, green solution to the last-mile transport
problem in large cities for both tourists and commuters. While tourists can
purchase day memberships for the hire scheme, commuters can also opt for a
discounted annual membership. Naturally, the growing popularity of cycle hire
as well as the abundance of publicly available data from various operational hire
schemes has attracted interest in the performance research community.
Much like traditional transport providers, cycle hire operators face classical
problems such as infrastructure planning [1], pricing [2] and policy improvement [3–5]. However, our focus in this paper is related to the challenge of being
able to forecast the number of available bikes and parking slots at different docking stations [6–8]. Being able to make such forecasts is of vital interest to both
operators and customers. With the growing availability of mobile internet access, users of transport systems nowadays expect the availability of real-time
transport information. Hence, multi-modal end-to-end routing applications that
consider bicycle hire as a possible mode of transport, need to be able to accurately forecast the availability of bikes and parking spaces at suggested origin
and destination docking stations [8, 9]. Moreover, operators further require good
future estimates as to when stations become empty or full in order to redistribute
bikes and antagonise such trends [5, 10]. Aside from purely quantitative performance evaluation, efforts have also been made to visualise migration trends of
bicycle schemes. In particular [11] and [12, 13] show that a lot can be learnt about
the dynamics of bike sharing systems by using an appropriate visualisation.
This paper has two aims. Firstly we investigate whether journey information
will enable us to train models that provide better arrival forecasts than models
that solely use departure and arrival data without any information that relates a
single departure to a single arrival. This is interesting as the latter data was used
in [7, 8]. Moreover, we present a novel time-inhomogeneous Population CTMC
(IPCTMC) model that can provide forecasts for the number of interval arrivals
for small sets of docking stations at rush hour1 . Futhermore, we compare the
accuracy of the model with a traditional multiple linear regression with ARIMA
error (LRA) approach that is more akin to the time series techniques used in [7,
8]. Our results indicate that under realistic assumptions both models produce
similar results. However, when provided with perfect information about future
journey the IPCTMC model outperforms the regression approach. Irrespective
of the modelling technique, our results further indicate that for predictions of
30 minutes or less, models trained on historical origin to destination journey
data produce better forecasts than models trained without journey data. This
motivates further study on how to combine journey data with station occupancy
time series data in order to improve forecasts of the latter. Unfortunately, since
1
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we do not currently possess matching journey and station occupancy time series
data sets, this research is beyond the scope of this paper.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows; In Section 1.1 we briefly
review the literature on bicycle hire schemes. Section 2 subsequently introduces
the reader to Population Continuous-Time Markov Chains and presents a timeinhomogeneous extension. In Section 3 and Section 4 we develop an IPCTMC as
well as an LRA model for interval arrival forecasts and compare their forecast
quality in Section 5. Section 5.1 discusses other aspects of the two different
modelling approaches.
1.1

Related work

Froehlich et al. [6] were the first to propose a station occupancy forecast model
based on historical time series data describing the number of bikes docked at a
particular station. To make predictions about individual stations, they trained a
Bayesian Network model for each station, using time, prediction window and the
current proportion of occupied parking slots as regression parameters. Given the
current state of the system, their model forecasts future station capacity as either
0 − 20% full, 20 − 40% full and so on. However, judging from their error analysis,
their model only marginally outperforms a simple historical trend predictor.
Kaltenbrunner et al. [7] suggested an ARMA model, which was trained on
similar time series data. Their most important contribution was the observation
that the prediction error can be vastly reduced by incorporating information
about the occupancy of behaviourally similar neighbouring stations. Although
their ARMA model produces significantly better results than comparable historical trend models, their decision to use an ARMA process to predict a highly
time-inhomogeneous process is possibly sub-optimal. Furthermore, both their
model fitting and their error analysis is performed on smoothed time series data,
making it harder to judge how accurate their model truly is.
Yoon et al. [8] recently addressed some of these shortcomings. By fitting an
ARIMA process they were able to capture the inhomogeneous nature of bike
hires better. Furthermore, instead of only looking at neighbouring stations for
extra exogenous variables for their regression model, the authors computed a detailed time-lag dependent cross-correlation metric for all pairs of stations. This
approach improves the long-term forecast quality, as it captures both positively
correlated neighbouring stations that experience similar traffic as well as negatively correlated stations that have opposite migration trends. Interestingly,
while their ARIMA model provides the best forecast in a benchmark carried out
on data from the Dublin cycle hire scheme, it does not appear to outperform
Kaltenbrunner’s ARMA model by much.
Aside from research on out-of-sample forecasts of future station occupancy,
other notable contributions are the cluster analysis provided in [14] and the
departure forecasting model discussed in [15]. Furthermore Fricker et al. [5] use
mean-field analysis to investigate how fleet size and customer behaviour influence
the station occupancy problem.
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PCTMCs

Population Continuous-Time Markov Chains (PCTMCs) consist of a finite set
of populations S, n = |S| and a set E of transition classes [16]. States are represented as an integer vector P (t) = (P1 (t), . . . , Pn (t)) ∈ Zn , with the ith component being the current population level of species Si ∈ S at time t. A transition
class (re , ce ) ∈ E for an event e describes a transition with negatively exponentially distributed delay D at rate re : Zn →
− R which changes the population
vector P (t + D) to P (t) + ce . The analogue to PCTMCs in the systems biology
literature are Chemical Reaction Systems, were P (t) describes a molecule count
vector and transition classes represent chemical reactions between the molecules
with re being the reaction rate function and ce the stoichiometric vector for a
specific reaction. For notational convenience we write an event/reaction e as
S∗ + · · · + S∗ → S∗ + · · · + S∗
{z
}
|
{z
}
|

at re (P (t))

(1)

out

in

where S∗ ∈ S represent different species that are involved in the event. The
out
in
n
in
corresponding change vector is ce = (sout
− sin
1
1 , . . . , sn − sn ) ∈ Z where si
represents the number of occurrences of a particular species Si ∈ S on the left
hand side of the event and sout
its number of occurrences on the right hand side.
i
The event rate is
(
re (P (t)) if Pi (t) ≥ sin
i ∀i = 1, . . . , n
(2)
0
otherwise
When used to describe spatially distributed populations, we denote a species S
at location l at time t as S@l(t) [17].
An important feature of PCTMC models is that approximations to the evolution of population moments of the underlying stochastic process can be represented by the following system of ODEs [18]
X
d
E[T (P (t))] =
E[(T (P (t) + ce ) − T (P (t)))re (P (t))]
dt

(3)

e∈E

To obtain the ODE describing the evolution of the mean of a population, all
we need to do is to substitute T (P (t)) = Pi (t) in the above equation, where
Pi (t) is the random variable representing the population count of species Si at
time t. In the literature the resulting ODEs are often referred to as mean-field
approximations [18].
2.1

Time-inhomogeneous PCTMCs

While the PCTMC formalism has been applied to problems in many application
areas, it would be rather inaccurate to describe the model presented in Section 3 using a time-homogeneous CTMC process, since many parameters, such
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as departure rates as well as destination of journeys, vary with time. Hence, we
present a time-inhomogeneous extension to the PCTMC formalism, which we
term IPCTMC, that is going to be released in a future version of the Grouped
PEPA Analyser (GPA) [19]. To our knowledge this is the only paper aside
from [20], which applies mean-field analysis to IPCTMC models. In IPTMCs
we allow deterministic rate and population changes that occur at deterministic
times. This implies that any reaction rate re (P (t)) (cf. Section 2) is now time
dependent, i.e. re (P (t), t) becomes

re (P (t), t1 ) if Pi (t) ≥ sin

i ∀i = 1, . . . , n ∧ t < t1


r (P (t), t ) if P (t) ≥ sin ∀i = 1, . . . , n ∧ t ≤ t < t
e
2
i
1
2
i
(4)

.
.
.



0
otherwise
where t1 , t2 , . . . are deterministic times at which reaction rate changes occur.
Similarly, we allow deterministically timed events that result in an affine transformation of the population vector P (t). In the following we informally assert
that if a deterministic population change occurs at time td then no population
changes occur due to random PCTMC events between td − δt and td . Should
no such interval exist, then we assume that the deterministic event is triggered
immediately after the random event. Let D denote the set of all deterministic
events, s.t. (td , M) ∈ D, where


λ1 0 · · · 0 d1
 0 λ2 · · · 0 d2 


Mn,n+1 =  . . .
(5)
.. .. 
.
.
.
. .
. . .
0 0 · · · λ n dn
and the updated population count vector becomes

 

0
1 0 ··· 0
0
0 1 · · · 0

 


 

P (td ) = M  ... ... . . . ...  P (td − δt) +  ... 

 

0
0 0 · · · 1
1
0 0 ··· 0

(6)

As an example we can now describe the reset of population p1 to d1 and the
population jump of population p1 by d1 individuals as




0 0 · · · 0 d1
1 0 · · · 0 d1
0 1 · · · 0 0 
0 1 · · · 0 0 




Resetn,n+1 =  . . . . . 
Jumpn,n+1 =  . . . . . 
(7)
 .. .. . . .. .. 
 .. .. . . .. .. 
0 0 ··· 1 0
0 0 ··· 1 0
We can also vary the λi , for instance to double a population. In both IPCTMC
simulation runs and mean-field analysis, rate changes that are part of a deterministic event, simply involve an update of that rate as the event occurs. Moreover,
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when simulating an IPCTMC model, any population change can be immediately applied to the population count vector using Eq. (6). However, mean-field
ODEs analysis of IPCTMCs is more complicated with regards to the population
vector updates, since we keep track of population moments rather than the values of actual random variables. As a consequence we need to expand the affine
transformation inside the expectation expressions. For instance if we have two
populations X and Y and that the following deterministic population change
occurs at td ; X(td ) = λx X(td − δt) + d1 and Y (td ) = Y (td − δt) then
E[X(td )Y (td )] = E[(λx X(td − δt) + d1 )Y (td − δt)]
= λx E[X(td − δt)Y (td − δt)] + d1 E[Y (td − δt)]

(8)

and similarly for E[X(td )2 ] or any other moments. Fortunately, so long as the
transformation of the population vector remains affine, we do not have to use
moment closures [16] in order to compute the new values for the moments at
time td . More complex variants of mean-field analysable IPCTMC models, such
as ones with non-linear population vector transformations or population transformations that are subject to boundary conditions, are also possible. However,
these require further treatment, which are beyond the scope of this work.

3

An IPCTMC interval arrival forecasting model

Figure 1 shows the species and parameters of our IPCTMC forecasting model.
Our model is estimating the number of future arrivals for a set of neighbouring
stations denoted in a small area A. In Section 5 we will then look at forecasts for
different areas A at different times of the day, e.g. for areas depicted in Figure 2.
Since we model arrivals, we are particularly interested in areas around stations
that are in danger of running out of available parking spaces.
All states shown in Figure 1 correspond to species in the formal definition of
the underlying IPCTMC. Each journey is assumed to start in one of the states
DeparturesCl@1, . . . , DeparturesCl@n. Those which end in A, will finish in
Arrivals@A after experiencing a delay represented by P hCl@i. All other journeys are assumed to end Elsewhere. Naturally, for the purpose of forecasting, we
are most interested in the population of agents that transit to state Arrivals@A
during the forecast interval [t0 , tfcast ]. DeparturesCl@1, . . . , DeparturesCl@n
encapsulate all stations that are starting points for journeys that terminate in
A, including stations that lie inside A. However, while the Arrivals@A state
captures arrivals at stations within a specific geographical area, departure cluster membership of stations is based on similarity in journey time distribution. In
other words for each station within a cluster, the distribution of time it takes a
journey that starts from this station and ends at any station in A has to be similar. Since journey durations are generally not exponentially distributed, we use
additional states (cf. P hCl@i) to represent the clusters’ characteristic journey
time distributions as phase-type approximations.
Having described the states of the IPCTMC model, we now need to explain
its parameters. In the following we assume that we can initialise our model us-

Fig. 1: The IPCTMC arrival forecasting model.
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(a) City of London (Stn175)

(b) Waterloo (Stn361)

Fig. 2: Two examples of areas that lack parking spaces during rush hour (cf. Table 1).
Each circle represents a docking station, the larger the circle the more docks it has.

ing historical information for the interval [t−warmup , . . . , t0 ] and that we make
a forecast for the number of agents that reach state Arrivals@A during the
interval [t0 , tfcast ]. t−warmup is chosen to be large enough such that it represents the 99% percentile of each cluster’s joint journey time distribution, i.e.
departures before t−warmup are unlikely to affect our forecast. δi (t) is the timeinhomogeneous component that describes departures from cluster i. During the
interval [t−warmup , t0 ], we know all journeys that have departed from any station
in the cluster and therefore we can use population jumps to increase the departure population of a given cluster. This is done every minute, i.e. at t−warmup
we increase the population of DeparturesCl@i by the number of departures
that were observed for this cluster during the interval [t−warmup , t−warmup+1 ].
To ensure that the additional journeys actually leave state DeparturesCl@i by
t−warmup+1 , we choose a sufficiently large exponential rate γ. During the actual
forecast period [t0 , tfcast ], we do no longer use population jumps, but instead
treat δˆi (t) as exponential rates at which new journeys start from cluster i. The
µi (t) parameters reflect the proportion of departures from cluster i that is heading for stations in area A.
3.1

IPCTMC model parameter estimation

To create clusters we first chose a forecast period and assumed journey times
to be iid. Weekday rush hour journeys are particularly suitable for this, since
commuters, unlike tourists, are less likely to cycle in groups. To train a model for
a particular area A, we first measured the journey time samples for all training
journeys that ended in A. Subsequently we grouped these observations by their
start station and computed the 10% and the 90% percentiles of the resulting station journey time distributions. After that, a k-means clustering algorithm was
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run on the coordinates. To ensure that stations with a larger number of outgoing
journeys have a larger impact than less frequently used ones, we created n identical (10%, 90%) cluster points for a station with n observations in the training
data set. We varied the number of clusters k to get a decent trade-off between
cluster compactness and clusters size. Although more clusters should generally
produce convoluted cluster journey time distributions that are more similar to
the distributions of the individual stations in the clusters, too many clusters generate large state-spaces and make cluster parameter estimation harder. Having
computed the clusters we fitted a Hyper-Erlang approximation for each cluster
journey time distribution using HyperStar [21]. We discuss the impact of the
number of clusters on the forecast accuracy in Section 5. Using between 10 to
100 PCTMC species for each P hCl@i, we generally obtained low relative errors of less than 5% up to the 4th uncentred distribution moment. In addition
to generating the states and the transitions in the IPCTMC model using the
phase-type fits, we also generated the time series data describing the minutely
departures from all clusters for all training and test dates. µ̂i (t) estimates were
computed using 5-minute window daily averages that were then further averaged
for identical times on different days, thus producing a single estimate for each
time point in the observed time period, e.g. morning or afternoon rush hour.
Moreover, for all minutely cluster departures we also recorded the precise µi (t)
value, and assumed perfect knowledge of journey destinations up to t0 when computing a forecast. Naturally, this is an idealised assumption, however, as Come
et al. note in [14], the majority of rush hour journeys is made by subscribed
cyclists, which would allow service providers to accurately predict journey destinations from their history, especially when we consider the destination to be
an area rather than a specific station. Future δ̂i (t) rates are estimated naively,
i.e. we assume all future δ̂i (t) are the same as δi (t−1 ). Naturally, in practice we
would use a more elaborate method to forecast future δ̂i (t), potentially using
more complex models such as those discussed in [15], however a the comparison
with the LRA model this is not necessary. To gain insight into how improved
departure forecasts affect area arrival forecast accuracy, we can simply compare
forecasts made using naively predicted future cluster departures with forecasts
in which we assume future departures and µi (t) to be known.

4

Linear Regression ARIMA error forecasting model

Our motivation for comparing the IPCTMC model to a time series model (cf.
[7, 8]), was to investigate whether an inhomogeneous process would yield better
results than a time series model fitted to arrival and departure data, which was
made stationary by means of seasonal normalising. After various experiments
with different time series model classes, we found that a simple multiple linear
regression model with ARIMA error (LRA) worked best. Like Yoon et al. [8]
we decided to choose an observation frequency of 5 minutes for departure and
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arrival observations. The model can then be expressed as follows
Ŷ (t + 5) = α11 X1 (t) + . . . + α1m X1 (t − 5m) + . . . +
αn1 Xn (t) + . . . + αnm Xn (t − 5m) + N (t)

(9)

where Ŷ (t + 5) is the forecasted # arrivals for a target area during [t, t + 5].
To forecast arrivals over longer intervals, e.g. [t, t + 5i] with i > 1, we simply
successively forecast Ŷ (t + 5), . . . , Ŷ (t + 5i) and subsequently sum all individual
Pi
point forecasts n=1 Ŷ (t + 5n). N (t) is an ARIMA(p,d,q) process fitted to the
regression residues to characterise the noise of the system. The exogenous Xc (t)
variables represent the # of departures from cluster c during [t − 5, t]. If we were
to choose m = 4 in Eq. (9) then we would regress on departures that occurred
during [t − 25, t]. Any out-of-sample variables such as Xc (t + 5i), where i ≥ 1,
are forecasted using ARIMA or naive models, so that our Ŷ (t) forecasts remain
out-of-sample, too. The fitting procedure for the Xc (t) coefficients depends on
whether our LRA model is journey or non-journey based, cf. Section 5. When
the model is journey based we assume that we have information about the destination of historical departures, whereas in non-journey based models we assume
that the relationship between departures and arrivals is unknown. When training a non-journey LRA, the Xc (t) variables represent all departures from the
cluster during [t − 5, t], whereas in the journey information based LRA model,
the exogenous variables represent only those departures that head for the target
area whose arrivals we aim to predict. While it is straightforward to forecast
Xc (t) for non-journey LRA models using an ARIMA model for each departure
cluster, it turns out that for journey information based LRA models it is best to
use the same ARIMA models to predict future departures and subsequently multiply the point forecasts by the same historical µ̂i (t) estimates that we use the
IPCTMC model. In practice we found that this gives much better results than
fitting ARIMA models to cluster departure time series which already implicitly
contain the µi (t) (cf. Section 3) information.
We used the R forecast package [22] to estimate the αci parameters from
training data. However, since we had to fit a single LRA model to a number of
non-consecutive time series traces for the same time period on different days,
e.g. an LRA model for the interval arrivals of a specific set of stations during
the afternoon rush hour, we had to use the interleaving technique described
in [23]2 . Furthermore, instead of fitting any observed pairs of Y, X directly, we
first normalised each observation at time t by its corresponding time dependent
sample mean and standard deviation, which were estimated from the training
data. Normalisation is an important step since it generates more stationary time
series. We also tried other common differencing techniques to transform the input
data, but normalising appeared to work best.
2

While the actual error is assumed to be ARIMA(p,d,q), the interleaving technique
requires us to fit a SARIMA(p · #days, 0, q · #days)(0, d, 0)#days , where #days is the
number of days in the time series training data set that we use to train our model.
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Model analysis

In this section we compare the forecast accuracy of models described in Sections 3.1 and 4 for different areas A during the morning and the afternoon rush
hour, 6-9am and 4-7pm respectively. Each area is a 500m × 500m square (cf.
Figure 2) centred around the stations listed in Table 1, which usually run out
of bikes during one of the two rush hours (cf. Rush hour in Table 1) and out
of bikes during the other. We consider an area rather than a single station as
we assume that cyclists, who arrive at a full station, are likely to seek alternate
parking spaces in the surrounding area so long as these lie within 250m of their
initial destination. From a user perspective area forecasts should therefore be
equally useful as single station forecasts, so long as the radius of the area is
small enough.
We used May 2012 journey data from the Barclays Cycle Hire scheme to train
our models and June 2012 data to test their forecast accuracy. As mentioned
earlier, our aim is twofold, namely to investigate the impact of additional origin
destination journey information on prediction accuracy and a comparison between the IPCTMC and the LRA model. In the following we distinguish between
journey based models that use origin destination information and non-journey
models, which only use information about departures and arrivals without knowing which departure is related to which arrival. Additionally, we discriminate
between realistic out-of-sample forecasts, which use forecasting techniques for
regression variable and interval arrival predictions and perfect information models, where all future journeys are assumed to be known at the time a forecast is
made. Recall from Section 3.1 that even for realistic forecasts we assume journey
destinations of departures up to t0 to be known.
Ref
Stn66 am
Stn175 am
Stn354 pm
Stn361 pm

Station
Holborn Circus
Appold Street
Northumberland Avenue
Waterloo Station 2

Rush hour #Bike slots (station / ttl area)
morning
39 / 155
morning
26 / 130
afternoon
36 / 134
afternoon
55 / 280

Table 1: Each 500m × 500m arrival area Ref is centred around a single station Station
that tends to lack free parking slots during Rush hour.

We start by looking at different ways to incorporate journey information
in our models. One way to achieve this is journey time dependent clustering
of departure stations that we described in Section 3.1. Figure 3a shows the
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) for the interval arrival forecasts of IPCTMC
models with one departure cluster divided by the RMSE of the corresponding
IPCTMC models with 4 − 6 clusters for different areas and forecast interval
lengths. A similar comparison is made in Figure 3b for the corresponding LRA
models. In both cases we compare the accuracy of realistic forecasts. Values > 1
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imply that the multi-cluster model is more accurate. The IPCTMC graph indicates that more clusters appear to produce significantly better fits for realistic
short-term forecasts up to 15 minutes, whereas for longer intervals, extra clusters
do not outperform single cluster predictions. For the LRA results on the other
hand, single and multi-cluster models seem to give similar levels of performance.
However, as Figure 4a shows, IPCTMC models fitted on more departure clusters
IPCTMC cluster forecast error comparison (realistic)

LRA cluster forecast error comparison (non-journey, realistic)

1.2

1.2
Stn66 am
Stn175 am
Stn354 pm

1.15

Stn66 am
Stn175 am
Stn354 pm

1.15

Stn361 pm
Relative RMSE

1.05
1

Forecast interval in minutes

(a)

1

30

0.9

15

30

5

0.9

1.05

0.95

15

0.95

1.1

5

Relative RMSE

Stn361 pm
1.1

Forecast interval in minutes

(b)

Fig. 3: Comparing realistic forecast error of multi-cluster departure models against
single departure cluster models for both IPCTMC and LRA. Values > 1 imply that
multi-cluster models outperform their single cluster counterparts.

clearly outperform single cluster predictions when perfect information about future departures and journey destinations is available after t0 . Again for LRA
models (cf. Figure 4b) no such trend is visible, though the single cluster models perform less well in comparison to multi-cluster models than in the realistic
forecast scenario. This suggests that the extra regression variables for additional
clusters result in a better fit. However, in practice we would prefer single cluster
models for they are more parsimonious due to the lower number of exogenous
variables (cf. Eq. (9)). In the above examples the IPCTMC model uses journey
data for clustering as well as for estimating the µ̂i (t) parameters, whereas for
the LRA model the only the knowledge infered from journey data is the departure cluster membership of departure stations. To see how LRA models perform
when trained using all available journey information we considered a second case
where we look at what happens if we train a single cluster LRA model on journey
data. To do this, we train the model considering only journeys that are heading
to the arrival area which we are monitoring. As before, future LRA departure
regression variables are estimated using naive models. The reason we forecast
future departures naively rather than using a more accurate ARIMA model is to
make the later comparison with the IPCTMC model more fair. In Figure 5 we
show the RMSE of non-journey data based, single cluster LRA model forecasts
divided by the RMSE of a journey information based single cluster LRA model.
Hence values > 1 indicate that the journey based LRA model is better than
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IPCTMC cluster forecast error comparison (perfect)
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Fig. 4: Same error metric as in Figure 3 assuming perfect information. Values > 1
imply that multi-cluster models outperform their single cluster counterparts.

the LRA model trained on non-journey data. Under realistic conditions (cf. Figure 5a) as well as in the perfect information scenario the journey based models
clearly produce better forecasts. Moreover, Figure 6 indicates that much like the

Single cluster LRA comparison (journey vs. non-journey, realistic)

Single cluster LRA comparison (journey vs. non-journey, perfect)
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Fig. 5: Comparing the accuracy of non-journey single cluster LRA models with that
of journey information based single cluster LRA models in realistic and in perfect
information scenarios. Values > 1 indicate that the journey based model performs
better.

for non-journey models compared in Figures 3b, 4b adding additional departure
clusters does not improve the LRA model accuracy for 15 to 30 minute forecasts.
Having discussed the impact of journey information on the accuracy of forecasts, we now look at the difference in accuracy between the LRA model and
the IPCTMC model by comparing the RMSE of multi-cluster IPCTMC forecasts
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LRA (single vs. multi cluster, journey based, realistic) comparison

LRA (single vs. multi cluster, journey based, perfect) comparison
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Fig. 6: Comparing the accuracy of journey based single cluster LRA models with
that of journey information based multi-cluster LRA models in realistic and in perfect
information scenarios. Values > 1 imply that the multi-cluster LRA is more accurate.

divided by the RMSE of the journey based single cluster LRA forecasts. In the
realistic scenario both models use naive forecasts for future cluster departures.
Under realistic conditions (cf. Figure 7a), there appears to be no clear winner,
although it seems as if the LRA model starts to outperform IPCTMC forecasts
as forecast intervals becomes longer. In Figure 7b, where we assume perfect information about future journeys, the IPCTMC model clearly outperforms the
LRA model. Hence, the decision as to which model to use might well depend
on the accuracy with which we can forecast future journeys, since the IPCTMC
model appears to be more sensitive to the quality of the input data.

LRA vs. IPCTMC perfect information comparison
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Fig. 7: Comparing the accuracy of a multi-cluster IPCTMC models with that of a journey based single cluster LRA models in realistic and in perfect information scenarios.
Values > 1 indicate that the LRA forecast is better than the IPCTMC forecast.
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Figures 8a, 9a show the LRA and the IPCTMC forecast traces for 15/30
minute interval arrival forecasts for areas around Stn175 / Stn361 (cf. Table 1) in
the morning / afternoon of the 11/06/2012 & 06/06/2012, respectively. In order
to highlight that these multivariate explanatory models produce better forecasts
than univariate models, we also fitted an ARIMA model to the normalised arrival time series for comparison. The MASE3 error illustrated in Figures 8b, 9b
visualises time dependent superiority of complex forecasting techniques over the
naive method, which assumes that the number of arrivals for the next interval
is the same as for the previous one. Unlike [7, 8] we do not show raw RMSE
errors, since these vary a lot between different forecast areas. Ultimately, for
actual station occupancy forecasts, the percentage of incorrect predictions that
would cause customers to wait for available bikes or parking slots would make a
good error statistic.
The graphs in Figures 8b, 9b study the time dependent MASE statistic for
different times in the morning and the afternoon rush hour for different geographical areas over the entire month of June 2012. These diagrams give another perspective on the forecast quality of the LRA and the IPCTMC models.
In particular for the area around Stn361 it can be seen that although the RMSE
error of the LRA model depicted in Figure 7a is slightly better than the one
of the IPCTMC, it is much harder to see which model performs better when
looking at Figure 9b. This illustrates that it can be really hard to decide which
model gives better forecasts. Needless to say though that the time-dependent
MASE error is a relative statistic that only tells us how our models fare against
the error of the naive model at different times. In practice it might even make
sense to investigate the time-dependent RMSE error, to see if a time-dependent
mixed LRA-IPCTMC model could be build that chooses the model that is likely
to produce the better forecast at a given moment in time according to historical
performance. Another observation that can be made by comparing Figures 8b,
9b is that under realistic circumstances the gap between the ARIMA model and
the LRA and IPCTMC models is much smaller for the 30 minute interval than
for the 15 minute one. This is not unexpected since the uncertainty regarding future departures increases as we make the arrival forecast window longer. Hence,
as future research it would be interesting to see whether there is a cut-off forecast length at which the univariate ARIMA actually starts to outperform our
multivariate models.
Finally Figures 10a, 10b suggest that some of the IPCTMC errors might be
systematic. In the 15-minute forecast (cf. Figure 10a) significant correlations with
lag > 3 and in the 30-minute forecast (cf. Figure 10b) correlations with lag > 6
indicate that there is some potential for correcting the errors as they lie outside
the forecast period. Both models seem to have such significant correlations, but
whether these can be corrected requires further investigation.

3

The MASE [22] statistic is the average model forecast error divided by the average
naive forecast error and thus provides a good benchmark for any prediction model.
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Morning Arrival[t,t+15] point forecasts for area around Stn175

Time dependent MASE error for Arrival[t,t+15] forecasts
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Fig. 8: Comparing different morning arrival forecasts for area around Stn175.
Afternoon Arrival[t,t+30] point forecasts for area around Stn361
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Fig. 9: Comparing different afternoon arrival forecasts for area around Stn361.

5.1

Model discussion

The examples above indicate that LRA and IPCMTC forecasts both perform
well under realistic conditions. It seems, however, that LRA models have a slight
edge when forecasting 30 minute intervals, though we certainly require further
empirical evidence to support this thesis. While the forecast accuracy is of great
importance to many practical applications, we also need to consider other aspects of the models, such as the explanatory value of the model. While our
IPCTMC models are fully transparent, some aspects of the LRA model remain
somewhat obscure. As for many other time series models the hardest part in
the LRA model is to transform the evidently time inhomogeneous data to make
it stationary (cf. Section 4). While normalisation based on historical statistics
seems an intuitive way of achieving this, we had to try various transformations
before we decided that normalisation gave sufficiently good fits for our training data. Also in spite of yielding good results, it is hard to judge whether the
resulting series are truly time-homogeneous. Furthermore, while the IPCTMC
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Error correlogram for Arrival[t,t+30] forecasts around Stn361
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Fig. 10: Out-of-sample forecast error correlograms for different areas and forecas methods. Confidence intervals (CI) widen with increasing lag.

model transparently describes the relationship between departures and arrivals,
it is harder to interpret the relationship between journey time, origin and destination from LRA parameters in the same manner. This could potentially be
a problem if we were to extended the model for other purposes such as model
provisioning or policy testing. For example, for future work we would like investigate whether sensors on bicycles can be used to collect enough data to provide
sufficiently timely information about different geographical areas, using similar
mechanisms as described in [24]. Clearly, in this case IPCTMC models are likely
to produce better, easier to understand results than regression models.
Aside from modelling challenges, two other important factors are the time
required to train the model and to compute a forecast. Parameter fitting is
significantly faster for the IPCTMC model than for the LRA model. Although
the fitting procedure described in Section 3.1 sounds work intensive, clustering
and phase-type fitting can generally be done quickly. For the purpose of this
study we fitted phase-type distributions by hand, but there is no reason why
this cannot be automated. The time required to fit the LRA model in R on the
other hand depends on the amount of training data available, the number of
ARIMA configurations that we are prepared to try and on how large we choose
m (cf. Section 4) to be. Yet, in practice LRA fitting can be done within a few
minutes.
The subsequent forecast speed for either LRA and IPCTMC models is negligably small, e.g. point forecasts can be computed in less than 10 seconds using
either model. Moreover, due to the linear nature of the model, it is also feasible
to use simulation in order to analyse the IPCTMC models. However, if we were
to add any non-linear rates to our model, for instance in order to investigate
gossip like behaviour like in [24], then mean-field analysis would become significantly faster than simulation. In addition to this, non-linear relationships would
make regression model fitting harder and also more computationally expensive.
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Conclusions

In this paper we investigated whether the availability of journey data can help
to produce more accurate bike migration forecast models and we compared
the accuracy of a traditional time series model with those of a strictly timeinhomogeneous PCTMC model. Although our models are not immediately comparable to the station occupancy models proposed by Kaltenbrunner [7] and
Yoon [8], we have shown that journey information has the potential to improve
such forecasts. In the future we would thus like to investigate, whether our small
area arrival predictions can be successfully applied to enhance existing station
and area occupancy prediction models
As for the comparison between LRA and IPCTMC, it was surprising to see
that both models produce similar results under realistic conditions, since we initially assumed that the time-inhomogeneous nature of the process would make it
hard to fit a time series model. Moreover, in addition to being a decent model, the
IPCTMC model further retains a much more intuitive representation of the system that is being modelled. Further, we showed that given perfect information
regarding future journeys, the IPCTMC model outperforms the LRA model.
Thus we can conclude that the passage time information encapsulated in the
IPCTMC model is an important feature for this kind of system and difficult to
embed in the exogenous variables of a regression model. These findings encourage further research into IPCTMC models, both for forecasting as well as for
model based provisioning tasks. In particular the fact that IPCTMC models are
also mean-field analysable should become especially advantageous in situations
where we encounter non-linear effects such as mass-action kinetics, which cannot
easily be approximated by linear models and become expensive to simulate as
populations increase. In the future we therefore plan to apply IPCTMC models
to investigate phenomena such as geographical crowd data sourcing in a system
of mobile agents.
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